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Atomic Bomb Explosion
Seventy-five years ago, Hungarian-American physicist Leo
Szilard wrote a letter to United States President Franklin
Roosevelt expressing concern that German scientists would soon
unlock the secrets to developing the first atomic bomb.
Concerned that his relative anonymity would cause the warning
to go unheeded, Szilard persuaded his friend and
colleague Albert Einstein to sign the letter. The EinsteinSzilard letter resulted in the establishment of the Manhattan
Project, and the United States’ subsequent creation of the
world’s first nuclear weapon.
But that wasn’t the only letter penned by the pair. Szilard
and Einstein actually drafted four missives to the president.
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Physicist Leo Szilard wrote a letter to President Roosevelt
warning of the danger inherent in allowing German scientists
to be the first to develop the atomic bomb—as well as a

followup “scientific and politcial blackmail” letter.
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“The third is probably the most interesting, because it
involves a bit of scientific and political blackmail,” author
William Lanouette said at a press conference on April 7 during
a meeting of the American Physical Society in Savannah,
Georgia. Lanouette is the author of “Genius in the Shadows: A
Biography of Leo Szilard, the Man Behind the Bomb” (University
of Chicago Press, 1994).
Government blackmail
Szilard studied in Berlin with Einstein and Max Planck, among
other notable scientists. According to Lanouette, he fled
Germany with Einstein to avoid Nazi persecution.
While in London in 1933, Szilard conceived the idea of a
nuclear chain reaction, filing a patent for the process a year
later. In 1936, he assigned the patent to the British
Admiralty to keep it secret, in an effort to keep Germany from
being the first to develop anatomic bomb.
But by 1939, when Szilard had moved to the United States,
Germany had made significant progress. German scientists had
split the uranium atom less than a year before the nation’s
army invaded Poland.
At that point, Szilard met with Einstein to write the first
and most famous of the Einstein-Szilard letters, warning
President Roosevelt about the German efforts to formulate the
atomic bomb, and the possible disastrous outcomes should this
come to pass. The result was a promise to fund research
into nuclear fission, which occasioned the second EinsteinSzilard letter thanking the president.
Szilard had written an article for the Physics Review
detailing how a chain reaction would work, but asked the
journal to hold up publication so that Germany and other
countries would not be alerted.

Time passed, but the scientists did not receive the money
promised byPresident Roosevelt. So Szilard approached Einstein
and suggested that if the government didn’t follow through
with the funding, he would allow the article to be published.
“For people of such high ideals to, in effect, blackmail the
government with information about how to make a nuclear
weapon was quite surprising,” Lanouette said.
The government apparently took the threat to heart, coughing
up the funds for research that ultimately led to the creation
of the Manhattan Project in the early 1940s.
Second thoughts
As work progressed, Szilard began to have second thoughts
about the creation of the bomb. Originally, he had been
focused on the concept of self-defense, hoping to ensure that
Germany wasn’t the first and only country to build such a
powerful weapon. With the German surrender looming in the
spring of 1945, he questioned the need for the weapon.
In the fourth and final Einstein-Szilard letter, the pair
attempted to set up an appointment with the president to
discuss their concerns. However, Roosevelt died before the
meeting could be kept, and his successor, President Harry
Truman, set Szilard up with James Byrnes, the soon-to-be
Secretary of State.
“The clash of the scientist who wanted to make the bomb and
then wanted to stop versus the politician who couldn’t wait to
use it is really quite a dramatic event in itself,” Lanouette
said.
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